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Media Argumentation

Despite the indispensable role of the media in our modern times, little do we
know about the rhetorical structures and micro-contexts that create an argument. The
main objectives of media rhetoric are to persuade, to have an impact, to gain the goodwill
of the audience – thus it characterises many functions of communication itself. My
presentation attempts to focus on these mechanisms from a linguistic, semiotic and psychological point of view, by examining the different media contents on the platform of
the television, supposing that each content (political debates, talk-shows or the news) can
be considered as an argument as they keep convincing, initiating and influencing us. In
my performance I intend to present through case studies how recently developed tools of
reasoning can be applied to the media theory, in order to identify, analyse and evaluate
media argumentation. Not only will the structural analysis of fallacies be broached, but
also those pragmatic structures that the fallacies are continuously used in. In addition to
this verbal approach I am also considering visual and audial factors based on semiotic
aspects. By the interpretation of these various systems of relation and by the illustration
of the different case studies I endeavour to show how this new and systematic perception
of media influence, informal logic and persuasion theories can be and should be applied
in relation with the television contents of contemporary society.
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